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In the December 2016 issue of The Retailer I wrote about the top 10 issues facing our 
members. At that time, the top 10 issues were: 1) lower whole goods sales, 2) “Right to 
Repair” or “Do It Yourself” proposed legislation, 3) shops remaining busy, 4) EDA dues, 5) 
inventory, 6) manufacturer pressures, 7) okay sales, 8) taxes,  
9) the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act, and 10) a shortage of qualified people to work  
in dealerships.

Issues 1-3
One year later, based on conversations with dealers, the number one issue discussed 
remains sluggish sales. Surprisingly, the number two topic is that business is good and 
number three is that business is okay. Fifty percent of the responses in our quarterly state 
of the industry surveys said business was down, 29% said business was good, and 21% 
said business was okay. There seemed to be a great deal of concern about the direction of 
the business in the future.

Issue 4
Many said there is still too much inventory for sale in the marketplace. Tractors coming off 
leases have not helped the situation. While products under $80,000 seem to be selling, 
higher ticket items remain slow. Much of this is due to low commodity prices.

Issue 5
The dealer relationship with suppliers is another issue facing members. There seems to be 
continued pressure from suppliers to carry and sell more product than the marketplace 
can absorb for the sake of market share. There also are many questions about warranty 
payments, product and parts support, with much of this detailed in the annual EDA Dealer 
Manufacturer Survey results.

Issue 6
Dealership transition is a relative newcomer to the list and includes those who want to  
buy or sell businesses and/or mergers and acquisitions. While there are still about  
100 single store locations in Iowa and Nebraska, the movement of consolidation and  
buyouts continues.

Issue 7
Business organization issues came in seventh on the list. One of the most common sub-
topics is how to manage multi-location operations, with the big question being centralized 
management versus profit center. Many discussions also addressed whether it was best to 
have a store manager in each location versus having one manager for a group of stores.

Issue 8
The next issue should come as no surprise – health insurance. There currently is a great 
deal of concern regarding health insurance due to the uncertainty surrounding the direc-
tion of government policy both at the state and federal level.
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Issue 9
Government and legislative issues are ninth on the list. Some of the items dis-
cussed affecting our members are titling or registration of equipment, blanket 
liens, right to repair, sales tax, Electronic Logging Devices, transportation of 
equipment and theft of services. Our legislative committees in both states 
continue to work on these issues.

Issue 10
Last but not least and almost always on the list is sales tax. This is one of the 
most confusing areas for retailers. Determining what is exempt and what is 
not can be tricky, especially when sometimes a product is exempt and other 
times it is not.

It is interesting to note that taxes, inventory, economic trends and deal-
er-manufacturer issues are always on the list. We will continue to focus our 
attention on these issues.

10516 Burt Circle, Omaha, Nebraska   
(402) 445-4040 
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NEbRASkA  
LEgISLATIVE  
NEWS FROM ThE FIELD

MARk OThMER, Nebraska Field Director
[mothmer@neb.rr.com]

NEBRASKA

field notes

First Pitch

It appears the first pitch thrown on the subject of lowering personal property taxes will be heaved by Sen-
ator Steve Erdman from western Nebraska. his idea is pretty basic: deliver an income tax credit of 50% 
of the portion of property taxes paid for the school district where the tax payer resides. For example, if you 
paid $10,000 school district property taxes, you would receive a $5,000 income tax credit from the State 
of Nebraska. Erdman chose this number as a correlation to the amount of state mandates that have been 
forced down on local school districts, requiring them to cover the costs of those mandates from property 
taxes. It is Erdman’s contention that the loss of property tax by the school district will be covered by re-
ductions in expenses and the state government providing more support for the school systems to match the 
unfunded mandates that have been passed down to the local level in the past.

In a recent editorial by Senator Erdman, he reported some statistics that he feels must be addressed. he 
writes that “among the 50 states, Nebraska ranks 17th in the nation in per pupil spending. Nebraska 
spent $11,726 per pupil in k-12 education. by way of comparison, Utah spent only $6,500 per pupil. 
Most importantly, though, Nebraska’s per pupil spending was higher than in all of our neighboring states, 
except Wyoming. South Dakota spent only $8,881 per pupil and Colorado spent only $8,985 per pupil.”

Another statistic he pointed out in the editorial is that Nebraska has 629.6 full-time government employ-
ees for every 10,000 people compared to a national average of only 537.6. It seems as though Senator 
Erdman’s contention is that bringing a better balance to cost per pupil and number of government em-
ployees in itself could fund the property tax credit of 50%. That percentage put into dollars is a very large 
number, somewhere in the $1.2 billion dollar range. Obviously, this idea put into a legislative bill will 
cause a large amount of heated debate.

As the cold winds of Winter begin to blow, my thoughts are turning to the hot debates 
that will undoubtedly mark the 2018 session of the Nebraska Unicameral. It was a fairly 
quiet summer, with discussions about property tax relief and income tax reductions.  
However, after the fall harvest, some of the plans began to materialize and were made 
public. Our industry will need to remain vigilant as we see how this process plays out.
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Second Pitch

Even while the Unicameral is in session, a group will begin circulating a voter initiative to put the same 
property tax cut up for the vote of the people. Due to a voter initiative only being able to address one 
subject, the wording of the initiative, on the surface, will be very hard to keep from passing. The wording 
states that “A vote ‘For’ will amend Nebraska statutes establishing an annual refundable income tax credit 
equal to approximately 30% of property taxes paid for taxable years after July 1, 2019.”

Notice this wording says nothing about how the tax credit would be paid. In essence, it will create a $1.2 
billion dollar deficit in the state budget that the Unicameral would be forced to deal with, since the state 
cannot run a deficit. Basically, the initiative will force the Unicameral to deal with a property tax reduction 
combined with a broadening of the sales tax and income tax bases. This initiative forces the issue if the 
Unicameral is unable to address the problem during the 2018 session.

What Else?

Lb 67, the Right to Repair bill, is still alive. It currently resides in the Judiciary Committee where it awaits 
action by the committee to either move it to the floor of the Unicameral or kill it. Senator Brasch, the bill’s 
sponsor, has shown no interest in allowing the issue to die, even though she does not sit on the Judiciary 
Committee. Only time will tell what the committee decides, and I am not willing to make a prediction on 
the subject, other than to say we must be ready if the bill goes to the floor for action.

Nebraska Legislative Breakfast at the Capitol on January 18, 2018.

 Q: Is seed flow lubricant, graphite or talc that is mixed with the seed in a planter subject to sales tax in Nebraska?

A: Yes, since it isn’t a repair or replacement part and wasn’t part of the original equipment purchase.

nebraska SALES TAX spotlight
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TRADITIONAL WORk  
WEEk MAY bE ChANgINg

IOWA

field notes

TOM JUnGE, Iowa Field Director
[tomj@ineda.com]

I often hear from dealers how difficult it is to find and retain quality employees. Typically they 
tell me that they recently lost an employee who went to work for the state, county, school district 
or even a factory as a maintenance person. The one common thread is that the employee left the 
dealership for a job that offered a 40-hour work week. 

In our industry, a standard 40-hour work week is not the norm. based on the 2017 INEDA Employee Com-
pensation Survey, only 10% of dealers operate with a standard 40-hour week, with most (56%) utilizing 
a 45-hour week (Table 1). The hours worked per week are coming down, though. Table 2 takes a look at a 
few dealership positions and how their weekly hours have changed over the past 10 years.

          TAbLE 1

            TAbLE 2

Fortunately most dealers (88%) now pay overtime, with 87% of those paying after 40 hours/week (Table 
1). This is a definite improvement over earlier years when many dealers didn’t pay overtime due to the ag 
hourly overtime exemption law.

While most employees can cope with extra hours worked during peak seasons, the rest of the year is often a 
struggle with long weeks. Dealers have started to address this issue by cutting hours or closing on Satur-
days. Some have even cut their standard week, with a few making the change in conjunction with Daylight 
Savings Time or during winter months. Survey results also show that 45% are cutting hours on Saturday, 
50% are cutting the number of employees who work on Saturday, and 25% are now closed on Saturday 
(Table 3).

In my opinion, these are healthy changes. The survey also show how dealers have become more lenient 
with granting employees time off, with 31% indicating they provide employees time-off without pay.

STANDARD WORK WEEK 

 % Dealers Reported 
Standard work week (hours/week)  40 hrs    (10%)    42 hrs (16%) 

 42.5 hrs   (6%)  44 hrs   (3%) 
 44.5 hrs   (3%)  45 hrs (56%) 
 46.5 hrs   (3%)  50 hrs   (3%) 

Do you pay overtime? 
If Yes, after how many hours/week? 

Yes         (88%) 
40 hrs    (87%) 
42.5 hrs   (4%) 
45 hrs      (9%) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HOURS WORKED PER WEEK 

 2007 2017 
Parts Manager 48.2 hours 45.9 hours 

Service Manager 49.7 hours 46.0 hours 
Partsman 47.3 hours 45.3 hours 
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Q: Are tractor mounted snow blowers exempt?

A: The subject matter of rule 701—226.1(423) is the exemption for farm machinery and equipment and items used in  
agricultural production attached to and towed by self-propelled implements of husbandry. The amendment in Item 1  
defines and exempts from sales tax snow blowers, rear- or front-mounted blades and rotary cutters if they are used  
in agricultural production and are to be attached to or towed by a self-propelled implement of husbandry. No longer  
do they need to be “directly and primarily” used in production of agricultural as is required under subrule 226.1(1). 
(Effective July 1, 2012)

         TAbLE 3

Another improvement regarding time-off is vacation time. Dealers have begun to recognize the need to be 
competitive with other industries and time-off is an important part of retaining employees. Dealers also 
are offering more vacation time today than they did 10 years ago, with all respondents giving two weeks of 
vacation after one or two years of employment (Table 4).

            TAbLE 4

Benefits are important for recruiting and retaining employees. Are you making some of these changes in 
your business? The 2017 Employee Compensation Survey results will help you gauge if you are adjusting 
with the times and staying competitive with industry peers. Call the Association at 800.622.0016 to order 
your copy today.

OFF-SEASON OPERATIONS  
Have you cut your standard work week back?  
Yes – 15% 

 Cut closing time from 5:30 to 5:00 with change starting with Daylight Savings Time 
 Cut hours over the winter 

Are you closed for business on Saturdays? 
Yes – 25% 

 Closed Saturdays (on call as needed) in January, February and July 
 Closed in January and February 

Have you cut your hours of operation on Saturdays? 
Yes – 45% 

 Cut hours to 8:00 am – 12:00 pm for three months 
 Open 7:30 am to 12:00 pm during off season 
 Close at noon instead of 3:00 pm 
 Not open on Saturdays 

Have you cut the number of employees working on Saturdays? 
Yes – 50% 

 Two in parts, one in sales and 1 or 2 technicians 
 Run half of the staff on Saturdays 
 Employees work every 4th Saturday 
 Only one parts person 

 

VACATION 
 2007 2017 
Number of years of employment to 
earn 2 weeks of vacation? 

45% –  1 year 
35% – 2 years 

55% – 1 year 
45% – 2 years 

Number of years of employment to 
earn 3 weeks of vacation? 

6% – 5 years 
46% – 6-10 years 

24% – 5 years 
38% – 6-10 years 

Number of years of employment to 
earn 4 weeks of vacation? 

17% – 10 years 
3% – 15 years 

Asked for first time in 2011. 

19% – 10 years 
9% – 15 years 

 

iowa SALES TAX spotlight
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Looking back...
Two girls stand beside “Uncle John’s motor home,” circa 1930. See “Free Auto 

Camps on  Page 4 (Photo courtesy Nebraska State Historical Society)

By Barb Batie 
Midwest Messenger

Sheep and goat numbers are on the uptick 

across Nebraska, Kansas and Oklahoma as 

the result of a growing interest in raising 

the ruminants for show, hobby and retiree 

purposes, note Extension personnel in the 

three states.
“There has been a large increase in goat 

numbers due to an increased number being 

shown at livestock shows and fairs,” said 

Dr. Steve Hart, Extension goat specialist 

at Langston University in Langston, 

Okla.  “Goats are one of the cheaper farm 

animals to purchase for show and require a 

minimum of equipment for the showing.”

Sheep and goats can also supplement 

income and be environmentally sustainable, 

said Lincoln County (Neb.) Extension 

Educator Randy Saner. He said that cattle, 

sheep and goats could complement each 

other when it comes to forage. Cattle eat 

grass while sheep consume broadleaf 

leaves. Goats can and do eat woody and 

tannin-containing plants. Undesirable weeds 

removed by sheep and goats means using 

fewer pesticides and their manure can be 

supplemental fertilizer.
Kansas State University saw the need to 

address the education needs for both students 

entering the sheep and goat industry and 

producers through Extension education and 

recently hired Dr. Alison Crane as KSU’s 

sheep and meat goat specialist.

“I have been here for almost three weeks, 

but I can honestly say there seems to be a 

large interest in the sheep and goat industries. 

People seem interested in diversifying their 

operations,” Crane said. “In the last few 

years, both national and Kansas sheep and 

goat numbers have seen small increases in 

population. In total sheep numbers Kansas 

ranks about 23rd in the United States and 

eighth in total goat numbers.” 

Oklahoma ranks third in the nation in 

goats with 92,000, said Hart, while in 

2016, Nebraska ranked fi fth in the nation in 

numbers of sheep and lambs. The breakdown 

is 83,000 sheep and lambs in 2016, compared 

to 80,000 in 2015. The state had 24,000 goats 

in 2016, Saner said, which included 20,000 

meat goats and 4,000 dairy goats, compared 

to 3,500 in 2015.
All three educators provide Extension 

training and educational materials in their 

Sheep and goat production on an upswing

NOVEMBER 
PAGE

27 Elgin Livestock Sales, Annual Black 

Angus Infl uence Feeder, Elgin, NE ......31

27 Guthrie Livestock, Special Cattle, 

 Guthrie Center, IA ...............................34

28 Creighton Livestock Market, Bred Cow 

& Pairs, Creighton, NE ........................33

28 Philip Livestock Auction, Special Stock 

Cow & Bred Heifer, Philip, SD .............32

29 Albion Livestock Market, Feeder Calves 

& Fall Pairs, Albion, NE .......................32

29 Bassett Livestock Auction, Special 

Spring Calf & Yearling, Bassett, NE .....33

Complete Calendar on Page 28

Complete Calendar on Page 38

See the auctions in bold on 

pages 39-50

NOVEMBER
25 Bob Rayman, Auction, Bennington, NE

25 Richard & Marian Pella, Tecumseh, NE

27 Madeline Nave, Pierce Co. Public Farm-

land Auction, Pierce, NE

28 DPA Auctions, Online Auction

28 Lois Wittwer, Public Land Auction, 

Humboldt, NE

28 Midwest Land Co, Cedar County 

Land Auction, Randolph, NE

28 Wiseman Family, Absolute Auction, 

Wood River, NE

29 Board of Educational Lands & Funds, 

Notice of Nuckolls County School Land 

Lease Sale, Nelson, NE

29 Board of Educational Lands & Funds, 

Notice of Thayer County School Land 

Lease, Hebron, NE

AUCTION CALENDAR

LIVESTOCK CALENDAR

Please turn to GOATS on Page 5
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the country for FREE

New Features make your search 
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Connect directly with the seller 
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QUESTION OF THE MONTH:
Q. Have there been any changes to the ELD (Electronic Logging 

Devices) mandate?

A. The only significant change is that trucks with engines 
produced before 2000 are now ELD exempt. This mandate 
takes effect December 18, 2017.

The experienced team at  
Transportation Consultants  
offers the following services:
R US DOT# & MC# applications
R Fuel Tax Reporting
R IFTA Filings & Renewals
R UCR Filings & Renewals
R 2290 Filings & Renewals

I-NEDA’s Truck Compliance HELPLINE: 515.278.1010   |   www.tcipermits.com
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In 2013, it was not uncommon to see computer tablets destroyed from simple use, whether they were 
dropped from vehicles or run over in AgCO’s Jackson, Minnesota plant. What was originally implement-
ed as a solution to speed up quality checks had turned into an expensive problem, costing AgCO a hefty 
$3,000 to replace each dropped tablet. 

AgCO employees from the plant’s IT and inspection/quality teams gathered to brainstorm a new and  
efficient way to move forward. They determined a wearable computer – Google Glass Explorer –  
was the answer. 

“Our employees are empowered and encouraged to work together to solve business problems,” said Peggy 
gulick, AgCO Jackson’s director of business process improvement. “Our use of google glass is a perfect 
example of the importance of all employees working together to make our business better.”  

IMPLEMENTINg gLASS

It took nearly seven months to get the first pair of Glass on the factory floor since the product wasn’t made 
for manufacturing. With input from AgCO, google and Proceedix (a belgian application development 
organization) a new vision and strategy for the product began to take shape and came to be known as glass 
Enterprise Edition.

“We were essentially taking a consumer product and making it enterprise savvy,” said gulick. First, they 
worked to locate an application that could run on the glass so it wasn’t tethered to a phone or other de-
vice. Proceedix developed an application that supports digitized standard work instructions specifically for 
use with the eyewear technology. “The technology was so new that nobody had a solution to support our 
vision of work instructions delivered to operators in glass.”

Then, they worked with 3M to find safety glass that could be worn with Google Glass. They also had to find 
a way for people with prescription glasses to be able to put in a simple process where anyone can wear 
them as well.

Lastly, they tackled risk on the IT side. “At that time, no one was doing mobile device management that 
would work on glass, so we wanted to make sure we protected our employees’ privacy,” said gulick.

The plant currently has 200 pairs of glass, with 120 actively used each day. Even with prescription safety 
glass, no pair of glass costs more than $1,500. To date, there hasn’t been a single smashed pair.

AGCO:  
RevOlutiOnizinG  
mAnufACtuRinG

When first testing the product on the floor,  
they gave it to younger workers to try out for  
six to eight months. “We wanted to see if you  
could wear Glass eight hours a day without any  
issues (heat, eye vision, etc.),” said Gulick.  
“Along the way, we discovered it took about  
30 minutes for them to adapt to the Glass.” 
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hOW gLASS WORkS

With the help of glass, employees now know exactly which tractor model they are working on and how to 
put it together. It provides instant access to parts lists, assembly instructions, quality checkpoints and 
other work instructions for the specific machine on the line at that time. The information is right in front of 
their eyes, significantly increasing production output and decreasing the potential for mistakes.

The right hand bar of each pair contains the actual computer and can attach to prescription eyewear if an 
employee requires it. When an employee directs his/her vision to the task at hand, it is business as usual. 
As an employee looks toward the top of the right lens, whatever info he or she needs is visible. They can 
even zoom into an object on the display for more detail, such as what kind of bolt is needed, which wrench 
to use and how much torque is required. If a part looks damaged, they can take a picture. 

glass is not only touch activated but voice activated, as well. Commands are very simple and built for the 
application. Employees can easily move to any point in the line and do the job because instructions are 
readily available. 

In a nutshell, glass-using employees have the information they need on a screen they can read without 
leaving their work to check out a tablet or laptop. This allows them to do their work, do it right and avoid 
quality issues and keeps employees safe by not impeding their visual field. “It’s there when you need it, 
and not distracting when you don’t,” said gulick.

ExPECTED & UNExPECTED bENEFITS

glass technology has proven invaluable, especially considering the complexity of the products the Jackson 
plant manufactures. Every unit that goes down the line at the plant is different since they are configured 
by customers and dealers. With nearly 100 models to choose from, and hundreds of variations on each, 
quality control throughout the mixed-model assembly process is critical. glass allows operators to access 
the complex configuration instructions, guaranteeing quality and productivity with every unit going down 
the line. 



The Jackson plant has noticed a 30 to 35% 
reduction in process time since implement-
ing glass. “Much of this is due to less time 
spent walking,” explained gulick. “before, 
employees had to walk back and forth to a 
monitor when pulling inventory or working on 
the line. Now everything they need is right in 
front of their eyes.” 

In addition, if the plant has a quality issue, 
new part or updated instructions to share 
with employees, the information can now  
be forced down to glass, where the  
employee must acknowledge that they  
have read/watched it before they can  
continue working. 

According to gulick, one of the most sur-
prising benefits of Glass was a dramatic im-
provement in training time for employees, 
whether new or switching jobs within the 
plant. “In the past, we strived to have each 
employee trained to do three operations at 
a high level of capability so every operation 
would have three employees who could 
perform the task. This was very difficult to 
attain since every product on the line is 
different,” she explained. “however, since 
we introduced glass, we’ve had a 50% im-
provement in training time, including new 
employees. Absenteeism is not buffered by 
the ability to move employees to new opera-
tions. They know how to use the tools and the instructions are now readily available, allowing us to apply our 
operators in the best way possible.”

New hires are trained in glass during a two-week Assembly Academy. “When they learn how to put  
products together, they learn on glass,” added gulick. “This has been monumental from a training side  
for moving people around and bringing new people in. It’s amazing to watch how they go through this  
training process now.” The average learning curve time when they reach the assembly line has reduced from 
10 days to three. 

FUTURE OF gLASS

In addition to the Jackson plant, AgCO has introduced glass at other U.S. facilities, as well as germany, 
brazil and Italy. 
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“We expect to have nearly 2,000 pairs when we finish  
implementing Glass at the assembly quality and logistic  
pieces of our plants,” said Gulick.
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The Jackson plant also hosts a tech tour once a month for companies interested in the glass technology. 
“We charge a nominal fee for this tour and donate the money back to local FFA chapters,” explained gu-
lick. Companies from across North America, germany and belgium representing automotive manufacturers, 
window manufacturers and more have participated in the tour. “While a lot of these companies are doing 
proof of concept, most don’t see Glass as a 40-hour week, 24-day tool on the floor, added Gulick.”

RECOgNIzED FOR ExCELLENCE

AgCO’s foray into wearable technology and its strong company culture has not gone unnoticed. Last  
October, AGCO was the first agricultural-based company to receive the AME Excellence Award. 

The Association for Manufacturing Excellence (AME) chose AgCO for this award based on the company’s 
work converting the Jackson facility to a mixed model line and the quality, efficiency and productivity 
improvements that resulted in just over two years. They identified three key factors leading to its success: 
empowering employees, adopting new tools and integrating innovative technology using glass. AgCO is the 
only agricultural equipment manufacturer to use glass technology in its manufacturing process. 

The Jackson plant was also chosen as the 2017 Assembly Plant of the Year, which showcases production 
facilities in America and the people, products and processes that make them successful. The award is 
presented by ASSEMbLY magazine to a state-of-the-art facility that has applied world-class processes to 
reduce production costs, increase productivity, shorten time to market or improve product quality.

Two manufacturing innovations cited as key to the Jackson plant’s success are the use of cutting-edge 
technology such as glass assisted-reality wearable devices and adoption of mixed product manufacturing 
processes. These innovations allow AGCO’s team to custom build five distinct types of tractors and applica-
tors in multiple variations. AgCO is the only agricultural company to receive this national distinction in the 
award’s 14-year history. 
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COMPANY CULTURE 

gulick credits much of the Jackson plant’s success to its employees. Each month, the plant rewards  
employees who come up with the best quality, cost reduction and safety ideas. “Employees are a critical 
piece of our company,” said gulick. “They know better than anyone else what they need to do their job 
faster, better and safer.”

The plant also shuts down for an hour every week for continuous improvement (CI) time, where each em-
ployee can be heard and contribute to problem solving. “We give our employees CI time to brainstorm in-
novative ideas in their areas to help make the workplace better and safer,” said gulick. Team leaders then 
meet and share ideas from their team and the information is carried up through the chain of command.

It’s evident that this strong company culture is what makes the  
Jackson plant tick. “Glass was introduced by employees as a  
solution to make their jobs easier and safer while driving higher  
quality to our product and our processes and we definitely have  
accomplished both,” concluded Gulick. “I cannot wait to see  
what innovative ideas our employees come up with next!”
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Several technologies are leading to big changes in agriculture today. LEDs are getting 
better; sensors are getting cheaper; robots are becoming more reliable; and new tech-
niques are allowing us to interpret massive datasets. 

The number of people investing in ag tech companies also continues to grow, with more 
than 200 investors making at least one investment in ag tech in 2017, a 64% increase 
from 2016 (CB Insights).

The innovation in making agricultural machines that can work without human direction is 
truly eye-opening, with many companies quickly moving beyond the concept stage.  

NEW INNOvATIONS  
in the Ag Industry
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AUTONOMOUS EQUIPMENT
When hearing the word autonomy, most picture a piece of equipment driving and functioning completely 
on its own, with the operator simply observing the results of the work. While autonomy tends to work really 
well in repetitive, mundane tasks, farming is anything but, with variables changing from day to day, making 
true autonomy extremely difficult. 

however, while full autonomy may not exist yet in agriculture, it’s not new to the industry. From mechani-
cal to electronically programmable hydraulics, and manual steering to auto-steering, to manual headland 
management to automatic headland management, several forms of autonomy have been around agriculture 
for decades.

So where is autonomy in agriculture headed? Many feel that supervised autonomy – where a human  
monitors a fleet of small machines – will be the first adoption of autonomous equipment. With more than 
half a dozen small, autonomous robots on display at the 2017 AgRITEChNICA show, that may very well be 
the case. 

However, the investment in autonomy – and the sensor technology that enables it – is definitely not limited 
to these small machines. Some current full-size tractors and combines come with real-time sensors and 
artificial intelligence that make them capable of nearly full autonomy. While they might not be marketed as 
“driverless,” manufacturers today are building machines where the operator is only there to monitor perfor-
mance, drive it to the field and back, and sit in the cab for regulatory and safety reasons. 

So, will the trend in farm machinery manufacturing continue toward even bigger and more powerful indi-
vidual machines or move to “swarm” solutions with many small machines? here’s a look at both… 

SWARM SEEDERS
AGCO already has one solution for its Fendt brand – Project Xaver — a swarm of small, autonomous seeding 
units. Project xaver replaces one 8-row planter and tractor with a dozen or so autonomous row units, re-
ducing both compaction and downtime, since it is designed so that if one row unit goes down, another one 
can step in and finish the job. A swarm of 10 Xaver prototype units can plant about 2.5 acres per hour and 
are automated to refill and recharge batteries, which takes about a half-hour.

The autonomous units are filled with seed by an operator, who also monitors their operation and hauls 
them to the field on a trailer. Operating at very low noise levels and without lights at night, these units are 
suitable for drilling fields near homes 24 hours a day. Weighing as little as 40kg each, the swarm units 
coordinate their work in the field, while reducing compaction. The robots also log all job data into the 
“Cloud” and communicate with each other and the operator. Learn more at agco.com.
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AUTO SPRAYERS & MOWERS
Australian company SwarmFarm Robotics manufactures swarms of small, autonomous equipment, including 
sprayers and mowers. SwarmBot is a connected, mobile and autonomous robotic platform designed and 
developed by the company. Recently, SwarmFarm announced its partnership with bosch to provide me-
chanical engineering expertise, system design knowledge and manufacturing & component supply to its 
new, redesigned Swarmbot platform. Commercial sales to farmers are expected in mid-2018. Read more at 
swarmfarm.com. 

RObOT WEEDERS 
French company Naio Technologies (shown on page 17) recently introduced two robots – a larger scale veg-
etable weeding robot and its smaller counterpart, Oz. While these weeding robots are entirely autonomous, 
operators can also guide them. both robots are currently targeted toward the vegetable market, but a swarm 
of the smaller robots could go into a field and cultivate out weeds. Learn more at naio-technologies.com.

SWEEPINg FEED  
The Butler XL by Peecon is an automated machine with a 
front auger designed to move feed back toward cows in the 
barn or outside. As cattle sometimes push at feed, there’s 
a need to sweep it back to the animal. The butler xL does 
the chore on its own. With magnets in the floor the ma-
chine safely finds its way as it brings the feed closer to the 
animals as many as 15 times per 24 hours. butler xL can 
be programmed via a terminal or a smartphone/tablet. The 
robot, which utilizes two 12 Volt batteries, knows when the 
battery level is low and will return to the charging station 
as needed. It can also be used to help with some precision 
feeding chores. Learn more at peecon.com.



DRONE, RObOT PAIR 
One idea that has caught on in Europe is Flourish, a system 
that pairs aerial data collection with automated in-field 
response. Flourish bridged the gap between the current and 
desired capabilities of agricultural robots by developing an adaptable robotic solution for precision farming. 
by combining the aerial survey capabilities of a small autonomous multi-copter Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
(UAV) with a multi-purpose agricultural Unmanned ground Vehicle (UgV), the system is able to survey a 
field from the air, perform targeted intervention on the ground, and provide detailed information for deci-
sion support, all with minimal user intervention. Read more at flourish-project.eu.

SUPER-PRECISE TILLINg
Dutch company Steketee has combined a camera, moving hitch and tillage tool to provide precision cul-
tivation for more accurate weed control — while avoiding cultivator blight. The IC is an automatic hoeing 
machine that uses camera images to calculate the positions of cultivated crops so it can hoe around them 
accurately and quickly using a variety of hoeing blades and tines. With the rise of herbicide-resistant crops, 
this tool offers producers a precise cultivation option. Learn more at steketee.com.

AUTO ThREShINg 
CLAAS’s CEMOS is the first system to set the tangential threshing system on straw walker and hybrid ma-
chines automatically, optimizing the quality of work and performance. Depending on the strategy entered 
into the system by the operator, it sets the drum speed and the concave gap for optimum results in the 
current harvest conditions, with all controllers communicating with each other. Users no longer need to 
know which settings they have to make to get the desired results. Instead, they enter the harvesting strate-
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gy, which is then used by the auto-learning system to optimize all parameters. This innovative automation 
technology allows combine harvesters to continuously combine at maximum efficiency. CEMOS was award-
ed the 2017 AgRITEChNICA Innovation Award gold medal. Read more at claasofamerica.com. 

DETECT WILDLIFE 
The beginning of hay harvest seasons poses great risk to fawns and game because the time of first cut usu-
ally marks the beginning of the breeding season. A new system, Sensosafe by Pottinger, detects any wildlife 
hidden in the field to protect it from fatal injuries. A sensor bar is installed to the header containing optical 
infrared sensors with integral LED lights that detect animals while the machine is moving. As soon as an 
animal is detected, the hydraulic system of the header is signaled to raise the unit. The wildlife is saved 
and the crop is not contaminated. The infrared sensors are able to detect fawns effectively in bright day-
light and sunlight, while ignoring other obstacles like mole heaps. Visit pottinger.at to learn more.

PEST CONTROL 
One of the most effective ways to fight the 
corn borer, along with chemical and biological 
options, is to chop the corn stubble thoroughly 
and immediately after the crop is harvested. 
The Kemper StalkBuster is the only machine on 
the market that destroys all of the stubble be-
fore it is driven on by the forager or the tractor 
and trailer. The lightweight topper is integrated 
in the header and has a relatively low power in-
put requirement, meaning no extra limitations 
apply for legal road transport. The Stalkbust-
er was awarded the 2017 AgRITEChNICA 
Innovation Award gold medal. Learn more at 
kemper-stadtlohn.de.



DATA ACQUISITION 
The recording requirements for agricultural operations continue to 
increase, presenting farmers with new challenges. Farmdok is ag-
ricultural software for the mobile and automatic documentation of 
agricultural data in the field with a smartphone and/or tablet. The 
innovative sample analysis of cultivation and gPS data enables 
virtually complete automation of data acquisition. The Farmdok 
TaskPrediction algorithm measures parameters including oper-
ating materials, quantities and machines used. The data to be 
collected is automatically proposed at the start of each job; as a 
high probability of the planned measures can be achieved at this 
point thanks to comprehensive data analysis. The easy-to-operate 
system requires no additional hardware, and therefore enables an 
inexpensive entry into farm record digitization for farmers, machinery rings or contractors. Read more at 
farmdok.com.

OPTIMIzE PLOWINg 
The working width on plows has increased constantly in recent years. 
These wider widths, however, leave a z-shaped plowing pattern on 
the headland when the bodies are retracted and the plow is raised. 
This makes it difficult to plough the headland neatly, while crop 
residues and volunteers are not properly incorporated, leading to 
volunteer growth in the following crop. Kuhn’s “section control” is an 
electro-hydraulic control system that uses the hydraulic, non-stop 
break-back system to control the individual bodies based on gPS po-
sitioning data, raising and lowering them automatically. The system 
leads to an absolutely straight furrow edge were there used to be a 
“z.” Overall, the system reduces operator fatigue and takes the load 
off the rear axle, rear wheels and couplers. Learn more at kuhn.de.

LARgE VEhICLE ALERT 
Agricultural vehicles in road traffic generally have a bad reputation among non-agricultural road users, 
with many car and truck drivers becoming uneasy when they encounter slow-moving, often unwieldy agri-
cultural machines or tractors towing trailers or equipment on narrow roads or blind curves. The Telematics 
Large vehicle Alert System from Claas is the first traffic safety system that proactively informs drivers of 
networked cars of the position and status of agricultural machines on their route. With this system, the 
location of the agricultural machine is transmitted from the telemetry data via telematics or a Claas app 

to the assistance systems of cars 
and trucks virtually in real time. 
With the open data standard, a 
broad range of navigation systems 
can access the data stored by 
Claas, enabling them to report any 
warnings to road users, while pre-
venting potential accidents. Visit 
claas.com to learn more.
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ELECTRIC TRACTORS
Electric-powered vehicles and equipment are expected to make their way to agriculture due to the pure 
simplicity of electricity. Many feel autonomous equipment will likely be powered by electricity due to the 
amount of power the equipment will require, as well as the precision capabilities it can provide. 

Electric motors last longer. The U.S. Department of Energy’s average expected lifespan for an electric mo-
tor greater than 100 horsepower is 29 years, or 200,000 hours of use. And they’re more efficient. Statis-
tics from the U.S. Energy Information Administration show that going from a gasoline-powered vehicle with 
a mechanical drivetrain to one that’s gasoline-powered with an electric platform increases fuel efficiency 
by about 30%.

however, moving to electric isn’t without challenges, with one being the cost of batteries due to the 
amount of energy a tractor requires. As a result, some are working to find a way to couple a generator to 
the engine and use electric wheel motors without batteries to power the tractor. 

here’s a look at two agricultural companies who recently introduced 
battery-powered tractors…

FENDT E100 VARIO
Last fall, Fendt unveiled an all-electric tractor – the e100 vario. The 
compact tractor operates on a 650 volt, lithium-ion battery. With 
a 50kW power output, the e100 can operate up to five hours on a 
single charge and recharge to about 80% within an hour. The tractor 
has the capability to work with conventional or electric implements, 
weighs similar to a diesel tractor of the same size and is equipped 
with Fendt’s standard CVT transmission. Fendt sees the e100 
machine being used for yard tasks and by municipal governments, 
where the tractor only works a few hours each day. The reduced 
noise from the electric motor also makes it ideal for urban environments. Learn more at fendt.com.

MULTI TOOL TRAC
The Multi Tool Trac is one of the first electric tractors developed for 
the farm. Four electric motors (one in each wheel) power the ma-
chine, which can be built with a diesel engine and generator to get 
more working time out of the machine. Its unique axle design allows 
the width to change on the fly and a long wheelbase fits all equip-
ment in between the front and rear wheels. Look for the first Multi 
Tool Tracs to reach the market by 2020. Visit multitooltrac.com for 
more information.

The list of new technologies emerging in agriculture could go on, especially when looking at innovations 
that represent steps toward autonomy. A combination of high labor costs, improved time/energy efficien-
cy and weed control restrictions are driving this innovation, and will likely influence if and when they are 
adopted by farmers. While many questions remain to be answered about costs, liability, dependability and 
what adoption will look like, there’s certainly a race underway to bring more robots to the farm.
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STARTUPS ARE 
CHANGING FARMING

Startups are changing all 
different aspects of the 
farm. How they’re 
changing it and what 
parts they’re applying 
technology to vary. This 
market map helps 
segment some of the 
different areas of ag 
tech.

49CB Insights Blog

STARTUPS ARE CHANGING FARMING
Startups are changing all different aspects of the farm. How they’re changing it and what parts they’re 
applying technology to vary. This market map helps segment some of the different areas of ag tech.
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Construction is one of the largest sectors in the world; employing 7% of the world’s  
working population. Unfortunately, statistics show that 57% of time on construction sites 
is often spent on unproductive activities, causing the construction industry to miss out 
on nearly $1.6 trillion annually.

Over the last five years, the construction industry has begun exploring and utilizing  
cutting edge technology to help jobsites run more efficiently. In fact, many jobsites  
today rely on drones, artificial intelligence, digitalization and hybrid or electric vehicles 
to help improve safety and productivity on the job. Here’s a look at two equipment  
manufacturers taking the lead in implementing technology on the construction jobsite.

NEW INNOvATIONS in the 
Construction Industry
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CATERPILLAR 

Autonomous Loading and Hauling

Caterpillar’s autonomous haulage system has been successfully deployed for more than five years. The 
793Fs, equipped with Cat Command for hauling, are controlled from CAT’s MineStar Command Center.

here’s how it works. A shovel operator uses Cat Terrain for loading and a machine guidance system to set 
the spot point for the autonomous truck and tell the truck when to leave. The in-cab Terrain screen lets the 
loader operator “see” the truck — where it’s currently located, where it will be traveling next, the payload 
it’s carrying and even the grade of ore in the bed.

Once it’s loaded, the autonomous truck heads to the dump site, where a pre-programmed script directs 
the truck to slow as it nears the ledge, stop when it reaches the berm, raise the bed, wait a predetermined 
time to allow the material to sheet, and then drive away while lowering the bed. The timing of this se-
quence can be adjusted for different conditions. The autonomous truck contains several safety features, 
including the Lidar system located on the front of the truck, which contains 64 lasers that gather millions 
of data points every second, giving the truck a detailed view of its environment.

While the 793F is the flagship autonomous truck with more than 60 in operation around the world, Cat-
erpillar is expanding Command to work on Cat 789D and 797F trucks, as well as machines from other 
manufacturers, such as the komatsu 930E-4SE.  

Autonomous Dozing

While manned and autonomous trucks 
travel the haul road from the shovel 
to the dump site and back again, an 
autonomous Cat D11T Dozer equipped 
with Command for dozing works along-
side them, pushing dirt for the shovel 
to dig and load.

Cat has two types of automated dozing 
available — line-of-sight remote control 
and non-line-of-sight operation. The 
line-of-sight control is delivered by an 
over-the-shoulder console designed 
for short-duration activities like clean-
ing up under high walls or stabilizing 
slides. The remote operator station 
enables the operator to work from a 
comfortable, seated position. Semi-au-
tonomous dozing allows one operator to 
control up to three machines.



Electric Drive CAT Wheel Loader

Cat’s 988K EX is the first wheel loader offered by Caterpillar with a high-efficiency electric drive system. 
The technology found in the new 988k xE lowers overall maintenance costs, while increasing engine life 
expectancy. Offering extended oil change intervals of 2,000 hours, the electric drive wheel loader uses 
40% less powertrain oil. The durable SR drive motor, generator and inverter are built to last through the 
second engine life with minimum maintenance. Additionally, the efficient electric drive design increases 
engine life by up to 3,500 hours, extending time between powertrain rebuilds.  

kOMATSU 

Artificial Intelligence with NvIDIA-Powered Cameras 

komatsu and graphics processing unit (gPU) manufacturer NVIDIA recently announced a partnership to 
develop construction artificial intelligence (AI) solutions for the jobsite by deploying intelligent cameras. On 
these jobsites, NVIDIA’s Jetson AI platform will serve as the brain of heavy machinery.

The two companies say AI can go a long way in addressing the safety risks in construction, with data-gath-
ering cameras on heavy equipment, drones and elsewhere throughout the jobsite will make operators better 
informed, more aware of their surroundings and more efficient. Both predict the technology could potential-
ly decrease struck-by deaths in construction. These fatalities, which result from workers being struck by an 
object, piece of equipment or vehicle, have risen 34 percent in the U.S. since 2010.

komatsu is deploying the AI project as an extension of its SmartConstruction initiative in Japan. Smart-
Construction is a drone-assisted, automated equipment service launched to alleviate the burden of the 
country’s severe shortage of skilled workers. It combines komatsu’s intelligent Machine Control with jobsite 
surveys provided by drones and 3D laser scanners with 
the goal of automating pre-foundation work. 

komatsu has deployed SmartConstruction at 4,000 
jobsites across Japan. While the central processing unit 
(CPU) acts as the brain of a computer, a gPU can take 
on more intense parts of an application or game. The 
CPU and gPU in a computer work in concert with one 
another in order to accelerate performance.
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GPUs on SmartConstruction sites will “communicate 
with drones and cameras…acting as an AI platform 
for analysis and visualization. SkyCatch will provide 
drones to gather and map 3D images for visualizing 
the terrain at the edge. OPTiM, an IoT manage-
ment-software company, will provide an application 
to identify individuals and machinery collected from 
surveillance cameras.”

The AI technology will be used first with operators 
driving the equipment, with the aim of eventually har-
nessing the technology in order to allow autonomous 
control of the machines. Cameras will also be mount-
ed in the cabs of the heavy equipment to help assess 
rapidly changing conditions in real time and instruct 
the driver accordingly.

Autonomous Haulage System

Komatsu’s Autonomous Haulage System is a com-
prehensive fleet management system. The dump 
trucks, which are equipped with vehicle controllers, a 
high-precision global positioning system, an obstacle 
detection system and a wireless network system are 
operated and controlled via a supervisory computer, 
which enables them to be unmanned. Information 
on the target course and speed is sent wireless-
ly form the supervisory computer to the driverless 
dump trucks, while the GPS is used to ascertain their 
position. When loading, the dump trucks are auto-
matically guided to the loading spot after computing 
the position of the bucket of the GPS-fitted hydraulic 
excavator or wheel loader. The supervisory computer 
also sends information on a specific course to the 
dumping spot. If the machines obstacle detection 
system detects another vehicle or person inside the 
hauling course, the vehicle will reduce speed or  
stop immediately, making the system extremely safe 
and reliable.
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2018 IOWA LEgISLATIVE  
SESSION OUTLOOk  

dealer advocacy & governmental affairs

By wIll ROGERS 
Director of Government Affairs
[willr@ineda.com]
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Legislators on both sides of the aisle have expressed interest in closing the loophole regarding internet 
sales tax to insure that retailers are no longer put at a pricing disadvantage due to the sales tax. We also 
expect to see state law regarding Section 179 coupled with the federal provision for tax year 2017. 

The Association plans to pursue additional legislation dealing with the following issues:

•	 Fully Controlled Access Roads – The State of Iowa has designated certain portions of four lane di-
vided highways as “fully controlled access facilities” that essentially create a secondary interstate 
system that restricts the movement of farm equipment that is either over dimension or travels 
below a minimum speed of 40 mph. The Association is seeking an exemption for farm equipment 
that will allow the use by both farmers and dealers. 

•	 Theft of Equipment Rental Services – Last year, the Association successfully made updates to Iowa 
Code Section 714.6A that included theft of rental property and services to be included in the 
theft statute. The law replaces the replevin process and allows for law enforcement officials to 
pursue criminal prosecution of individuals who do not return rental equipment. In addition, the 
Association will pursue a change to the code that requires any late fees be paid in order to avoid 
criminal prosecution. 

•	 Right to Repair – In Iowa, we still have not observed any movement on Right to Repair and hope to 
continue our success in keeping the issue from surfacing at the Iowa Statehouse. I have dis-
cussed the issue with several commodity groups and state lawmakers, and none indicated they 
were aware of any proposals coming forward regarding Right to Repair.

The 2018 Iowa Legislative Session began on Monday, January 8th, with plans to adjourn 
in less than 100 days. Due to significant shortfalls in revenue, legislators will likely begin 
the session with a de-appropriation bill that would cut over $130 million dollars in  
spending from the current 2017-2018 budget. The budget situation most likely will not 
improve as legislators look at tackling tax reform in the first month of the session.



Iowa Regional Legislative Meetings 

This past November, INEDA hosted six regional legislative meetings and dinners throughout Iowa. The 
events were designed to allow dealers and their employees to interact with one another and discuss leg-
islative issues important to the equipment industry. In addition to discussing the Association’s legislative 
priorities, dealers also had the opportunity to meet with elected officials, and learn more about the Associ-
ation’s efforts in Washington, D.C. and the PAC fund. 

2018 Washington, D.C. Fly-In 

The 2018 INEDA Fly-In will take place March 20-22. We will hold this joint legislative Fly-In with the 
Associated Equipment Distributors, Equipment Dealers Association and several other regional Associations. 
During this event, we will have briefings with key Congressional and industry leaders; visit the offices of 
Iowa and Nebraska Senators and house of Representatives; and enjoy meals at some of the best restau-
rants in D.C. and see the sights.

For information on the Washington D.C. Fly-In, please contact me at 800.622.0016 or willr@ineda.com.
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10 Social Media Trends That  
You Need To Follow In 2018

Approximately 2.8 billion people or 36.8% of the global population use social media.  
Last year, we saw the emergence of chatbots, the growth of augmented reality, the popularity of  

live stories and many other trends. But that was so 2017! Check out the trends to follow now:

1. Augmented reality will take the floor
[When this happens, social media will be one of its major applications...and then the new trend  

will be the growth of Augmented Reality.]

2. Social media apps will become gamified
[Expect to see an app that connects gaming and social media more sophisticatedly and organically.]

3. Advertisements on social media will become more common
[Ad growth will significantly increase on social media platforms with newer advertisement features.]

4. Personalized experiences will become a norm
[For many, this means the need to re-strategize your marketing efforts.]

5. Facebook Watch and Facebook Live
[Successful marketing campaigns will need to convey more information in less amount of time.]

6. Increased competition among brands
[The problem with this is that there is a countless amount of brand-written promotional content now  

available on social media. Expect brands to now make use of independent third-party sources  
to promote their content in 2018.]

7. Chatbots at your service
[From answering customer queries to taking orders, chatbots are  

able to perform a range of customer service tasks.]

8. Social media monitoring and real-time analysis
[Make use of social monitoring tools that include smart features and intelligent suggestions capabilities, 

for analyzing brand-related data, as well as providing important insights.]

9. Generation Z’s over Millennials
[Out of all the 2018 social media trends, the shift towards Generation Z will perhaps be the most significant....

they are the 18-22 year old YouTube and Snapchat users that will now have purchasing power.]

10. Influencer marketing will continue growing
[These individuals connect brands with their groups of passionate followers  

to increase the reach of a brand’s content.]

To Sum It Up
There are numerous trends that are going to change the way to approach social media. To be competitive in 
the digital marketing world, it is important to be aware of these 2018 social media trends to stay on top of 
your marketing game!
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The research shows... Iowa Farmer Today is
the Best Read, Best Liked & Most Useful Farm Publication in Iowa.

•	 93%	of	Iowa	Farmers	with	250	or	more	acres	of	corn	and/or	250	acres	of	soybeans	have	read	
or	looked	through	Iowa	Farmer	Today	in	the	last	six	months.

•	 85%	of	our	subscribers	report	that	they	have	read	or	looked	through	3	of	the	last	4	issues	with	

•	 84%	saying	they	read	about	half	or	more	of	each	issue.
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continued on back >

1998

AgDirect begins financing ag 
equipment in FCSAmerica’s 
four-state market.

Iowa-Nebraska Equipment Dealers 
Association names AgDirect® as 

its Recommended Provider of 
Financial Services.

Reinke® Manufacturing 
approves AgDirect 

as its Approved 
Provider of Financing.

AgDirect launches 
built-in quoting tool on 
agdirect.com, allowing 
dealers to provide their 

customers with accurate 
pricing options and 

financing comparisons.

Online application 
launches at 

agdirect.com. 

AgDirect now endorsed 
by three of the nation’s 
largest irrigation 
system manufacturers 
as a provider of 
financing nationwide.

2007 200820062002 2004 2005

AgDirect portfolio 
surpasses $1 billion. 

$1B

AgDirect 
celebrates 
10 years.



2018

AgDirect is an equipment financing program offered by participating Farm Credit System Institutions.

The first of many other 
Farm Credit System 

Institutions join 
FCSAmerica in offering 

AgDirect financing 
in their market; 

AgDirect, LLP is formed.

For the first time, 
AgDirect generates 
$1 billion in new 
originations.

AgDirect’s mobile 
app, AgDirect 
Mobile, launches. 

AgDirect celebrates  
20 years of serving as 

one of the most popular 
choices for financing 

ag equipment.

AgDirect releases 
new online financing 

application and 
quoting tool.

AgDirect begins 
financing auction 
and private party 

transactions.  

AgDirect’s 
portfolio hits 
$3 billion. 

AgDirect is 
available from 
coast to coast.

$3B

AgDirect evolves 
it’s brand 
with color.  

AgDirect finances 
RAM® pickup trucks 
at RAM Certified Ag 
Dealerships.

201720152014201220112010 2016

$1B

Celebrating 20 years of simple, 

fast and flexible financing.

NOBODY FINANCES FARM 
EQUIPMENT LIKE agdirect®.


